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MESSAGES FROM THE SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY...

Sri Champaklal A. Doshi (President The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

Each issue of our school magazine is a milestone that marks our growth, unfolds our imagination, and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It 
unleashes a wide spectrum of creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even in designing the magazine. I congratulate the entire editorial 
team for their hard work and dedication in making this dream come true.
A committed and supportive management, dedicated teachers, caring and co-operative parents blend harmoniously to create a child-centric 
school. It is natural to find in this ambience, the intensive use of a variety of thinking activities, strategies and group dynamics so that the classrooms 
become alive.
Teamwork is the hallmark of BGESS. I am very sure through collaborative effort we can achieve more to benefit our students who are the future The 
leaders of tomorrow.

Sri Miraj D. Shah (Sr. Vice President  )The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society

Our goal  is to provide an enriching, engaging, and challenging curriculum that will prepare students for success while at The BGESS and for the 
years that follow. We believe that the students, parents, and teachers all play a vital role in helping the students reach their greatest potential. 
Students are encouraged to take advantage of the many resources and opportunities available to them including the library, computer labs, music 
facilities, cookery club etc. Parents can check academic progress regularly via our parent portal and can access information about school events on 
our website.

Sri Pradip Sheth (Hony. Secretary  )The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society

In the words of Oscar Wilde, “The aim of life is self development to realize one's nature perfectly.”Over the years, as an educationist I have realized 

that if the fertile soil of the mind is enriched with the values of love, kindness and patience the saplings of good education and character will grow into 

strong trees and bear good fruits. “The aim of education should be to teach the child to think, not what to think.” This has been the endeavour of our 

school.  Along with touching the zenith of academic excellence our earnest endeavour is to help our children fill their lives with the light of positivity. 

With the combined efforts of our hardworking and dedicated faculty and supporting staff, the goodwill of our friends, blessings and guidance of our 

patrons and source of eternal inspiration, we are confident that our school will continue to evolve consistently. The School Management has always 

taken keen interest, providing qualitative infrastructure, encouragement and unflinching support in growing and marching ahead in all avenues of 

the school's functioning. We are indeed grateful to the parents for reposing year after year, such complete confidence and entrusting their children 

to us to mould them into worthy citizens of the society. 



Sri Dinesh Chandra Mehta (Trustee ) The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society

Our philosophy of education has always been to meet the needs of the individual child. Children acquire skills and knowledge easily if we can make 

the surrounding stimulating and purposeful. In the 21st century, the Digital Revolution affects us all. Quite simply, it is changing everything: a 

brilliant barrage of information, entertainment, companionship and education is speedily available. In such a surrounding when work and effort is 

valued, the child's self -esteem is heightened, and from this results self-motivation. We try to understand and work with each child, and we firmly 

believe that it is our responsibility to enable the child in our care, to develop as a whole.

Sri Rashmikant Sheth (Trustee The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

We can't think of any more important duty to our future than the work of great teachers and proactive parents. And make no mistake, it takes both.  

Despite the constant drumbeat of criticism, students with parents seriously involved in their education very likely will do well.

We suspect one of the biggest problems for our schools is that too many parents – sometimes for legitimate reasons – are not involved enough. 

Schools are not meant to be education factories where we ‘insert’ children into the kindergarten and then wait for an educated teenager to emerge.

Education is a long process and requires a tremendous amount of work and commitment from parents as well as teachers.

Redefining the Role of the Teacher: It's a Multifaceted Profession

Let's Compliment Change…It is truly said that the Essence of Teaching is to make learning contagious, to have one idea spark others.

Imagine a school where teaching is considered to be a profession rather than a trade. The role of teachers in a child's education has fundamentally 

changed. Teaching differs from the old "show-and-tell" practices to “Learning by Doing”.

Today instruction doesn't consist primarily of lecturing students who sit in rows at desks, dutifully listening and recording what they hear, but, rather, 

offers every child a rich, rewarding, and an unique learning experience. The educational environment isn't confined to the classroom but, instead, 

extends into the home and the community and around the world. Information isn't bound primarily in books; it's available everywhere in bits and 

bytes.

MESSAGES FROM THE DEPUTY HEADMISTRESS



Students aren't merely consumers of facts. They are active creators of knowledge. Schools aren't just brick-and-mortar structures -- they're centres 

of lifelong learning. And, most important, teaching is recognized as one of the most challenging and respected career choices, absolutely vital to the 

social, cultural, and economic health of our nation.

Today, the seeds of such a dramatic transformation in education are being planted. Prompted by massive revolutions in knowledge, information 

technology, and public demand for better learning, schools nationwide are slowly but surely restructuring themselves.

Leading the way are thousands of teachers who are rethinking every part of their jobs -- their relationship with students, colleagues, and the 

community; the tools and techniques they employ; their rights and responsibilities; the form and content of curriculum; what standards to set and 

how to assess whether they are being met; their preparation as teachers and their ongoing professional development; and the very structure of the 

schools in which they work. Teachers are reinventing themselves and their occupation to serve the schools and the students better.

The teachers must be prepared and permitted to intervene at any time and in any way to make sure that learning occurs, rather than see themselves 

solely as masters of subject matter such as history, maths, or science. Teachers increasingly understand that they must also inspire the love of 

learning.

In practice, this new relationship between the teachers and the students takes the form of a different concept of instruction. Tuning in to how 

students really learn prompts many teachers to reject teaching that is primarily lecture based in favour of instruction that challenges students to take 

an active role in learning. One of the most powerful forces changing teachers' and students' roles in education is new technology. The old model of 

instruction was predicated on information scarcity. Teachers and their books were information oracles, spreading knowledge to a population with 

few other ways to get it.

But today's world is awash in information from a multitude of print and electronic sources. The fundamental job of teaching is no longer to distribute 

facts but to help children learn how to use them by developing their abilities to think critically, solve problems, make informed judgments, and create 

knowledge that benefits both the students and society. Freed from the responsibility of being primary information providers, teachers have more 

time to spend working one-on-one or with small groups of students.

It is indeed a very challenging task for all the teachers, educators and the Society. We should all aspire for that education which has been defined by 

William Butler as “Education is not filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire”

Mridula Nagar



Lt.Col.Brij Bhushan Singh(Retd.)
Headmaster

Dear Parents/ Guardians

Discipline is the most under-rated, least understood aspect of a student's life. At that age, it is usually combined with a short-sighted, simplistic 
understanding of freedom. Discipline is seen as the opposite of 'Freedom'. It is not seen as a synonym for organized, goal-driven effort. Discipline is 
just that:
— it's sifting and sieving out, of what is not necessary for the goal you have chosen as a student.
— It is a set of task and effort metrics, that you want to define, to "keep you in" on the path and
— a set of diversions and limit metrics, that will not keep you away for too long.

If you speak to students who come from schools and colleges that "enforced" a certain discipline and a schedule. or parents who were "after" their 
children about the list of DOs and Don'ts.  Some common elements you find will be :  Early rising, balance between academics-sports-arts-social 
work and other military - sounding things like punctuality, dress code etc .  We used to joke, "Life is an interval between two bells".   Yet, a large 
percentage who come back as alumni to the same institution will quickly mirror the statement, " I didn't realize the value at that time, but now I see 
that many of those qualities have become a natural part of me. ".  Why is that ? It is somewhat like, how we see the efforts of our English teachers. I 
never understood why she had to correct the spelling/ pronunciation from “Gooliver” to “Gulliver” repeatedly, you realize it when friends seek you 
out to proofread their work.

To pose as neutral, a small percentage may find that it 'ruined' them, but that should be seen in comparison to those students who were ruined for 
lack of “discipline”, in institutions which didn't enforce it. ( I don't mean those who abuse the word discipline, that's a different thread altogether).   
Even the in-betweeners will often point out, one or two aspects that didn't work for them, but how their overall output was related to the overall 
discipline framework they followed. 

The importance of this can be understood, from the various success mantras doled out by highly effective people, on motivation websites. We read 
those websites as adults, we find, 'Ah! good points, I should follow some of those. From tomorrow, I'll use a time-tracking app". Yet, most of these will 
point to framing a self-discipline for oneself, based on one's goals and priorities. Some of them actually use a phrase, "Have a ritual". If they were 
disciplined enough, they would have mastered the art of time management. The point of discipline is not so much to tame the body, but to tame the 
mind, so that it can boss over the body and put it to good use.  Often, they would suggest a mix-masala recipe, in varying proportions,of : 

— good time management,
— etiquette, courtesy, warmth, mutual respect, presentability of appearance
— revival mechanisms such as diverse interests, reading/running/music,
— quality concentration time

MESSAGES FROM THE HEADMASTER



We find them relevant to adult life and professional success at a stage, when we can discern these things by ourselves, and apply ourselves to 
them. Then, imagine how much more it is relevant during student life, a stage when you have both in your hands, things that can work for you or 
against you. As a student, you have : 

— most personal distractions,
— maximum energy,
— maximum potential,
— uncertainty and
— incomplete information about your future 

The difference between discipline in adult life and discipline in student life is this:
As an adult, you know you need it but can't apply yourself to it (because it's too late or life has gotten too complex). 
As a student, you can apply yourself to it, but you think you don't need it. 

If you are a student, you may resent it in a moment of impulse, but in another calm moment, I would urge you to see its relevance in the larger 
picture. So, the question is: Do you want to be bound to your long term happiness or do you want to be bound to your short-term, impulsive idea of 
freedom ? It is you who has to  better make the right choice on this as a student.

One of the most important priorities for the BGES School in the 2015-2016 session is to monitor every student's uniform. Dress/uniform to school is 

an integral part of school discipline and requires to be strictly adhered to. The school uniform identifies the student with the institution and makes 

him/her to  have a separate and distinct entity different from the common world. If the child takes pride in  the school uniform then there should be no 

hesitation in him/her presenting himself/herself in the said uniform anywhere, be it in the school or outside. But, if the uniform is not in accordance 

with the standards of fitting to size's/ dirty or shabby then he/she will feel uncomfortable both in school and social gatherings. It is the parents prime 

duty to ensure that the child has a clean, well fitting uniform (which includes shoes and socks)in which the parent will be proud to take his/her child to 

social functions even like marriage etc.

This issue has been possible due to efforts of Mrs. Lipi Das and I would like to put on record appreciation for a job well done.

Wishing you a Happy New Year

Brij Bhushan Singh



An over night train journey from Kolkata to New Jalpaiguri and then an uphill drive of about four hours brought me to this quaint mountain town. 

Darjeeling is noted for its tea industry. As a child, Darjeeling was all about ice-creams at the Mall Road and trains to my most preferred zoo, the 

Padmaja Naidu Himalayan Zoological Park.

Later, the green hillsides, the surrounding peaks in the clouds, a walk in the foggy woods, and hazy sunny mornings. Darjeeling is packed with 

wonderful aesthetic points as well as interesting places.

The mall is the heart-throb of Darjeeling and looks teeming with shops and market complexes. People usually come here to take strolls relax and 

shop at the numerous shops and restaurants that line the road. We did the same. We visited the Nepal border. Situated right at the Nepal border, the 

Pashupati Nagar Market is the place to buy cheap cosmetics and clothes imported from Thailand. It was not more than a ten minute walk away from 

the Darjeeling Nirik Road.

Thus, in all the trip was quite relaxing, and very pleasant. I will never forget it. 

-Yesha Sheth

9B

MY	TRIP	TO	DARJEELING

I am a delicate mobile phone. I was manufactured in the Apple company in USA. I am a touch phone. I have many different things inside me. I am 

black and silver in colour. When I was made, I was packed and shipped to Germany.

I was sent to a mobile show room, where I was unpacked. I was displayed on a beautiful glass window. I was very costly and so no one bought me. At 

last one rich man bought me. The man was very kind. I was at seventh heaven. The man’s name was Ben. He used me very carefully. I offered him 

many facilities like 18 MB mega pixel camera, 4GB internal RAM, infinite games and so on. Ben loved me very much. Wherever he would go, I 

would always be with him. All his friends admired me. But his son Tarun would always play games using me. One day while his son was playing 

games, I fell into the water. My body parts got dislocated and I stopped working. Ben was very upset and immediately took me to a mobile shop. 

Over there I was repaired and I was given back to Ben. Ben was on cloud nine. Since then he never gave me to his son. He used me very carefully.

But one day his friend gifted him a new mobile phone, and he kept me in his cupboard. I am here since the last four years, waiting for someone to 

come and use me.

-Aayushi Kanojia

9B

IF I WERE A MOBILE PHONE



-Jinal Kothari

9B

I am a mobile phone. My name is Nokia-x2-01. I was a very good looking phone, even though my skin is black but still most of the people got 

charmed by my appearance and wished to buy me as well. But now my saga is very different. I am very old and damaged now. But still I remember 

the day I was totally taken care of like a small new born baby. People were dying to buy me. One day finally a sweet little girl of about fifteen years 

came and bought me from the store. I was feeling very happy at that point of time. She took me home. She introduced me to all her family members 

and friends. She was very excited after buying me. She always used to keep me in the right pocket of her jeans or used to hold me tightly and used to 

ensure that I never fell or get broken. She used to either play games or hear music using me. She used to also use me for talking or chatting with her 

friends, relatives and others. Sometimes she also used to text messages through me. Sometimes when she was very angry she used to throw me 

on her bed but used to ensure that no damage is caused to me.

She always used to praise me and my qualities in front of everyone. She used to feel proud of my presence whenever I was with her. But one day I 

felt very bad and was heart broken when she told her father that she was bored of using me and wanted a new one. It was the worst day of my life. 

She sold me on Flipkart to someone else after reducing my price. Now I belong to a young, poor boy who had bought me through Flipkart. He never 

takes care of me and keeps on banging me on the floor. But I still remember the day when I belonged to her and how she used to treat me. Those 

were the best days of my life which I can never forget.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SMART PHONE

Today we have railways, luxury buses, metro railways, steamers, ships, aeroplanes and many other means of travelling. Gone are the days of 

bullock carts and horse driven carriages. Boats and horses as means of travel have become outdated. All modern means of transport have made 

travelling a luxury and pleasure. It is universally recognised that travelling has great educative value. Bookish knowledge does not lead us to the 

real destination. It is all theoretical and gives us only a sketchy picture of all the things. Travelling enables us to see things and places with our own 

eyes. Visual impressions remain in our minds for a long time, rather they are ever-lasting. Subjects like history, geography, economics and social 

sciences can be better learnt through travelling. It makes our knowledge about these subjects first hand and real.

By travelling we come in contact with people from all over the world. We come to know about their habits, customs, costumes and way of life. This 

promotes better understanding. It makes us broad minded. We shed off our prejudices. Educational tours organised by schools and colleges create 

inter-state and international understanding, sympathy, well-being and good will. They cement the bonds of friendship among the various states and 

countries. Thus, they sow the seeds of national integration and international harmony.

-Chandni Mahapatra

8A

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF TRAVELLING



-Md Sadd Issar

8B

Thursday, 13th August, 2015. The school gave over at 2:30 pm and after the National Anthem I came out of the 

school to go home. What did I see? I saw our school Prefects and Captains along with the Headmaster cleaning the 

litter of the neighborhood park. All of them were wearing gloves and had big plastic bags to clean the rubbish lying in 

the park. Five more students and I could not resist involving ourselves in this ‘Karma Yogya’. We picked up all the 

garbage and filled them in the plastic bags and kept it in the dustbin provided by the KMC for the locality. Even three 

to four teachers joined us before returning home. It was a new experience for me and I felt responsible and proud to 

be a part of this task. Our institution not only teaches us lessons but also inspires us to be responsible citizens. We 

can do our bit to keep the neighbourhood clean not only by depending on the government sweepers or by 

undertaking the job of cleanliness. I feel one fine day my country will become the cleanest country of the world if 

each one of us contributes towards this end.

KEEP IT CLEAN BY THE BGESS

This year’s IAYP Expedition started on 13th of August, 2015 at about 11 o’clock at night. We were expected to 

reach Susunia by 4 o’clock in the morning. Soon we reached the Chhatna Station early in the morning, and from 

there we went to our lodge in a jeep. By 5 o’clock we had reached our lodge and took rest, had our breakfast and 

after two hours went for trekking. We walked for about ten-twelve kilometeres. The trek was very tiring, 

adventurous and difficult but we all enjoyed a lot . After trekking for about four-five hours, we were back to our 

lodge and we all had lunch. In the evening, we went to a nearby open field, where we played many outdoor 

games. Some of us played rugby while the others played “kabaddi”.

Soon we got back to our lodge by 7 o’clock and after that we heard some songs and had dinner. After enjoying the whole day, we were very tired and 

went off to sleep. The next day we woke up by 5 o’clock and went for exercise. Over there we played touch rugby which was very interesting. After 

playing we had our breakfast, rested for some time and went for trekking. This time the trekking was more difficult and at the same time very 

memorable. After the trek we were back to our lodge, had our lunch and took some rest.

In the evening we had a discussion with our guides followed by dinner. After dinner we celebrated 18th August. The next day we went out to clean 

the nearby areas. After this campaign we were back to our lodge. Over there we had our rope knot classes and we played a round of quiz. Soon our 

trip came to an end on 16th August when we reached the station at 4 o’clock. This trek was a great learning experience for all. This trip was a 

memorable one because it consisted of many beautiful moments. We all enjoyed the trip a lot.
-Ritika Sangani

9A

IAYP EXPEDITION - SUSUNIA



Our school organises educational tours to different places every year for students of classes 8 and 

9. The trip not only includes visiting educational places and gaining knowledge but is full of fun and 

helps students to become independent, and also enables them to learn how to adjust with their 

fellow mates.

This year’s tour was also one of its kind; full of fun and enjoyment along with knowledge. The 

places selected were Delhi, Mussoorie via Dehradun, Haridwar enroute Rishikesh. There were 

sixty students along with five teachers and headed by our school’s Deputy Headmistress Ms. 

Mridula Nagar. All of us were very excited for the tour and eagerly waited for the day of departure.

On 20th October 2015, we left from Kolkata at 06:50 pm and reached Delhi the next day at night. 

We were going to spend two days and three nights in Delhi. We visited the Laxmi Narayan Temple, 

Gurudwara Bangla Sahib, Qutub Minar, Akshardham Temple, Rajghat, Humayun’s Tomb, 

Safderjung’s Tomb, Lotus Temple, Red Fort and also saw India Gate, Parliament House and the 

Supreme Court. The next day we had to go to Mussoorie via Dehradun. In Dehradun we saw the 

Indian Military Academy which was very interesting. From there we reached Mussoorie on 24th 

October, 2015 at night. 

In Mussoorie we visited the Kempty Falls which was very attractive and the Mussoorie Lake which 

was a very good place to spend time. We had also got time for shopping on the Mall Road which was 

close to our hotel. We played many games almost everyday. On 27th October, 2015 we left for 

Haridwar and spent sometime in Rishikesh to see the famous Ram Jhula and Laxman Jhula and a 

few more temples. In the evening we reached Haridwar where we saw two-three temples which were 

very beautiful. The next day we had gone to the Chandi Devi and Anjani Devi, Mansa Devi Temples 

and the evening was spent at the Har Ki Pauri Ghat where we enjoyed the “Aarti”. The menu 

everyday was awesome as the preference of the students was kept in mind along with a healthy diet.

School tours are like golden chances which are never to be missed. Everyone should go for educational tours as it is much more than fun and being 

educative but it teaches us a lesson to adjust and co-operate with one another which we need to remember throughout our lives.

-Krisha Mehta

8A

MY FIRST EVER SCHOOL TOUR TO UTTARAKHAND

EDUCATIONAL TOUR (20.10.15 TO 30.10.15)



Cleanliness is not a work which we should do under compulsion. It is a good habit and a healthy way of living. Cleanliness is very necessary for our 

good health whether it is personal cleanliness, environmental cleanliness or work place cleanliness (like school, college, office, etc). We all should 

be aware about how to maintain cleanliness in our daily lives. It should be practised from childhood.

A small step by every Indian citizen can be a big step for fulfilling the purpose of the Narendra Modi’s ‘Clean India campaign.

Understanding the importance of cleanliness, our school also took a small step which was big in itself towards the cleanliness of the environment. 

Our school took part in the clean-up drive organised by Wakeup Kids which also included eight other schools on Sunday morning, 22nd November, 

2015. Our school had selected a designated lane near our school where a wall was used for urination since many years. The area was cleaned up 

with water and bleach before the students could take over the task, the area for hygienic purpose. We scrubbed the walls and painted it. After the 

painting was over, we proceeded with sticking the posters on the walls to generate awareness. People living in that area and other people too 

appreciated us for the work we had done.

I feel greatly honored that I was the part of this programme and I truly look forward to be a part of such programmes in future. This drive was to create 

awareness among the people for keeping their city clean.

-Riddhi B. Sheth

10B

CLEAN UP DRIVE



th th The school had organised an educational tour for classes 8 and 9 from 20  of October, 2015 to 30  of October, 

2015. This year sixty students went for the tour. The students were accompanied by five teachers and Deputy 

Headmistress. Educational tour commenced on 20th October from the Howrah Station with sixty students and 

six teachers. Mr S.N. Sarkar was present at the station for assistance. The food in the train was served by Travel 
st

Khana. We reached Delhi on the 21  by Howrah New Delhi Superfast Express and were shifted to the hotel. The 
nd rd

hotel rooms had a grand ambience. On 22  and 23  October we visited the following  places-Laxmi Narayan 

Temple, Gurdwara Bangla Sahib, Qutubminar, Iron Piller, Lotus Temple, Akshardham Temple, Rajghat, Santi 

Van, Humayun’s Tomb, Safderjung`s Tomb, Red fort with the light and sound program. It was a very enriching 

experience for all of us. On the way we saw the India Gate, President`s House, Parliament House.

On 24th and 25th October saw the National Defence Academy and the Kempty Falls.

th
On the 26  afternoon an earthquake hit the whole of northern India and it was also felt in Mussoorie. Situations 

were under control and all the students and teachers evacuated the hotel and waited for an hour outside in the 

open. We all enjoyed the natural beauty of Mussoorie and on 27th morning we left for Haridwar by bus. On the 

way we visited Ram Jhula and Laxman Jhula, Nilkantha Mahadev Temple, Bharat Temple, Geeta Bhawan in 

Rishikesh. Reaching Haridwar we visited Shantikunj Ashram, Bharat mata temple, Vaishno-devi Temple.

thOn 28  October we visited the Daksh Temple, Mansa Devi Temple, Chandi Devi Temple and in the evening we 

visited the Jain temple and Harki Pauri Ghat for the Ganga Aarti. It was a wonderful experience when we watched 

people who assembled at the ghat to perform Ganga Aarti with love and devotion.

th
On 29 , early morning we left for Delhi Cant. Station to board JSM HWH SF EXP. On 30th around 18:00 hrs we 

reached the Howrah Station. All the students were dispersed from the station. Mr S. N Sarkar and Mr. Pritam Das 

were present at the station to receive the tour group. The accommodation and transport was provided by the tour 

operator which was of a proper standard. Food served was good and tasty.

I am thankful to the school management to provide us the opportunity to have such a wonderful experience. Trips 

India, the travel agency had made excellent arrangements for accommodation as well as food which was served 

to the students and teachers. The students and the teachers enjoyed a lot.

Mridula Nagar

EDUCATIONAL TOUR : DELHI- DEHRADUN- MUSSOORIE-RISHIKESH- HARIDWAR



It is a proud moment for us to announce that our student Vinay Sheth has been awarded with “The Surendra Paul Memorial Award 

for Courage” along with a cash prize of 5000 Rupees by the Telegraph School. Awards for Excellence, 2015. Vinay was suffering 

from Neurocystecercosis which is a form of infectious parasitic disease when cysts form and grow within the brain caused by 

infection of tapeworm found in pigs. He was also diagnosed with left optic pathway dysfunction. Frequent visits to the hospital for 

treatment led to a tremendous blow to his studies. Despite all constraints, he appeared in ICSE Examination under heavy doses of 

medicine and visits in between to the hospital. He fought all odds to secure 93.8% marks in ICSE Examination 2014-15. 

-Vinay Sheth

TELEGRAPH AWARD FOR COURAGE

It is a proud moment for us to announce that our student Shwarya Singh has been awarded with “The Surendra Paul Memorial 

Award for Courage” along with a cash prize of 5000 Rupees by The Telegraph School Awards for Excellence, 2015. She was 

diagnosed with acute Tuberculosis of the Intestine. The haemoglobin levels dropped to 3g/dl followed by a remarkable loss of 

weight from 55 kgs. to 35 kgs. Several major operations took place including the removal of appendix, gall bladder and portions of 

her small and large intestines due to bowel obstruction. Her ailing condition made her unfit for studies and she became completely 

bed-ridden. Her undaunted spirit and undying hope fetched her 65% marks in ICSE Examination of 2014-15.

-Shwarya Singh

TELEGRAPH AWARD FOR COURAGE

As every year our school takes classes 8 and 9 to educational tours. This time too we visited Delhi, Dehradun, Mussoorie and Haridwar.

As it was our last trip we all enjoyed it very much. We had lots of fun, enjoyment, played lots of games, made new friends, and clicked many 

photographs. All the places we visited were fabulous and amazing. In Delhi we visited almost all the known historical monuments like Rajghat, 

Humayun’s Tomb, Qutub Minar, Akshardham Temple. In Mussoorie we appreciated the silence of that place and in Haridwar we visited many of the 

beautiful temples. This time we had a dance competition and ramp walking. Delicious food was served to us. Since all the friends were together we 

enjoyed very much, went for shopping too. We all are very thankful to the Management, Deputy Headmistress and teachers who organized this 

wonderful tour for us and also took care of us.

EDUCATION TOUR - DELHI DEHRADUN, MUSSOORIE, HARIDWAR

-Vidhi Gandhi
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IMPORTANCE AND RELEVANCE OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION

“ We the people of India” , this is the first line of the Preamble  of the Indian Constitution which says that the Constitution derives its authority from the 

people, the citizens of India. We have given the Constitution to ourselves and we have adopted it and decided to follow it. The Constitution is just like 

a social faith which guides us in everything. It has given us Fundamental Rights, duties and lots of other powers. It is because of the Constitution that 

we are living peacefully in this country as it punishes the miscreants and gives justice to the deserving.

The Indian Constitution is the world's lengthiest written document and is very significant. As time passes, amendments are made in the Constitution 

and it is becoming better. It guides us on how to live as an Indian, a dignified and prestigious life. It governs the country and prevents the people at 

the top of the  government to do injustice with the Indians. It has rules and regulations for every social matter. According to the Constitution, India is a 

Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic and we are the voters of the largest democracy in the world. Without the Constitution, India would 

be in complete confusion, with violence everywhere. So the Constitution is very important for the maintenance of peace and harmony in a country 

and it is extremely important for each one of us as it tells us about our powers as well as the limits. 

The Indian Constitution has an introduction to it which is known as the Preamble and it acts as a key in understanding the spirit of the Constitution 

and to interpret the minds of the Constitution framers. The Preamble has the ideals of the Constitution and a basic introduction to the document. The 

Indian Constitution is a very detailed document and it contains everything needed to govern a state or country. The Indian Constitution helps us to 

lead an upright life without any fear and also promotes the spirit of brotherhood among the Indians. The Constitution of any nation is very essential 

for the proper functioning of the government. It tells us the limits of the government and saves us from depression of any kind. The Constitution of 

India has many sections and schedules and each one has its own importance and relevance for the citizens of India. “ Do thereby adopt, enact and 

give to ourselves this Constitution”. This last line of the Preamble once again says that we, the citizens of India have formed and gifted ourselves this 

Constitution.

Ayush Kumar Shaw
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»ÉÉ¾»É ́ ÉNÉ2 »É¢³lÉÉ {ÉoÉÒ. +à{Éà W lÉ©ÉÉ2Éà Y´É{É ©ÉÅmÉ ¥É{ÉÉ´ÉÒ lÉ©Éà Wà HÉ©É H2´ÉÉ yÉÉ2lÉÉÅ ¾Éà lÉà H«Éâ X´É. 
lÉ©É{Éà +à HÉ©É©ÉÉÅ ̧ É©É H2´ÉÉ UlÉÉÅ Ê{Éº£³lÉÉ ©É³à lÉÉà Ê{É2É¶É oÉ>{Éà +à HÉ©É{Éà UÉà%Ò {É qà¶ÉÉà. HÉ2iÉ Hà UÉà%Ò 
qÒyÉà±É HÉ©É©ÉÉÅ »É¢³lÉÉ ©É³¶Éà LÉ2Ò ? lÉÉà ~ÉUÒ lÉ©Éà Wàà  HÉ©É H2lÉÉ ¾lÉÉÅ lÉà Ê{Éº£³ ¶ÉÉoÉÒ NÉ«ÉÅÖ, HÅ`É³Éà ¶ÉÉ ©ÉÉ`à 
+É´«ÉÉà, +à ¶ÉÉàyÉ´ÉÉ ¡É«Él{É H2Éà. +à HÉ©É{Éà HÅ> ¥ÉÖÊyPÉoÉÒ Ê´ÉSÉÉ2Ò ¥É©ÉiÉÉ ́ ÉàNÉoÉÒ +{Éà ¥É©ÉiÉÉ ̧ É©ÉoÉÒ H2Éà. 
HqÉSÉ +à W Ê{Éº£³ NÉ«Éà±ÉÅÖ HÉ©É, lÉ©É{Éà »É¢³lÉÉ{ÉÉÅ Ê¶ÉLÉ2à ¥Éà»ÉÉ%à lÉÉà {É´ÉÉ> {ÉoÉÒ.

Ê©ÉlÉÉ±ÉÒ ©É¾àlÉÉ
8 +

HÉà> ~ÉiÉ HÉNÉ³ Hà ~ÉØ»lÉH {Éà ¢É%´ÉÅØ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉà> ~ÉiÉ [ÉÉ{É{ÉÉ A~ÉH2iÉ {Éà £àH´ÉØÅ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉNÉ³ Hà UÉ~ÉÉ A~É2 ¥Éà»É´ÉØÅ {ÉÊ¾.
~ÉØ»lÉHÉà {Éà NÉ©Éà l«ÉÉÅ ©ÉÜH´ÉÅØ {ÉÊ¾.
[ÉÉ{É{Éà ~ÉNÉ ±ÉNÉÉ%´ÉÅØ {ÉÊ¾.
~ÉØ»lÉHÉà {Éà ~ÉUÉ%´ÉÖÅ {ÉÊ¾, ~É2ÅlÉÖ »ÉÉSÉ´ÉÒ{Éà 2ÉLÉ´ÉÅÖ.
oÉÚÅHoÉÒ +KÉ2 §ÉÅÚ»É´ÉÉ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉNÉ³ Hà ~ÉØ»lÉH {Éà ¥ÉÉ³´ÉÅØ {ÉÊ¾.
~ÉØ»lÉHÉà Hà UÉ~ÉÉ oÉÒ ¾´ÉÉ LÉÉ´ÉÒ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉNÉ³ {Éà V«ÉÉÅ l«ÉÉÅ £àÅH´ÉÉàÅ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉNÉ³ Hà +KÉ2 A~É2 SÉÉ±É´ÉÅÖ {ÉÊ¾.
HÉNÉ³ ©ÉÉÅ HÉÅ> LÉÉ´ÉÅÖ {ÉÊ¾.

HÞºÉÉ ©É¾àlÉÉ
8 +

[ÉÉ{É Ê´É{É«ÉoÉÒ ¶ÉÉà§Éà Uà...

©ÉÉ2É A~É2 »ÉÉäoÉÒ ́ ÉyÉÖ A~ÉHÉ2 ©ÉÉ2É ©ÉÉlÉÉ Ê~ÉlÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà, Wà¾ÖÅ HqÒ §ÉÜ±ÉÒ¶É 
{ÉÊ¾. WàiÉà ©É{Éà W{©É +É~ÉÒ, ©ÉÉ2É Y´É{É ©ÉÉÅ yÉÉÌ©ÉH »ÉÅ»HÉ2Éà{ÉÖÅ Wà Ê»ÉÅSÉ{É 
H«ÉÖÇ UàlÉà F iÉ ¾ÅÖ ÊWÅPNÉÒ ©ÉÉÅ {ÉÊ¾ SÉÚH´ÉÒ ¶ÉHÖÅ. lÉà©É{ÉÒ »ÉÉ©Éà ¥ÉÉà±ÉÒ¶É {ÉÊ¾. 
lÉà©É{ÉÖ Êq±É qÖ§ÉÉÊ´É¶É {ÉÊ¾. HÉà> ~ÉiÉ ´É»lÉÖ ±Éà´ÉÉ Yq H2Ò¶É {ÉÊ¾. ¾ÖÅ 
lÉà©É{ÉÉ ¡Él«Éà Ê´É{É«É, +Éq2, ¥É¾Ö©ÉÉ{É{ÉÉ §ÉÉ´ÉÉà 2ÉLÉÒ¶É, »ÉqÉ lÉà©É{ÉÒ 
§ÉÉ´É{ÉÉ ¡É©ÉÉiÉà Y´É{É ¥É{ÉÉ´É´ÉÉ ¡É«Él{É H2Ò¶É. lÉà©É{ÉÒ ´ÉÞyyÉÉ´É»oÉÉ©ÉÉÅ 
+{Éà ¥ÉÒ©ÉÉ2Ò©ÉÉÅ lÉà©É{ÉÒ »Éà´ÉÉ H2Ò¶É. +ÉLÉÒ YÅqNÉÒ ~ÉiÉ lÉà©É{ÉÒ  »Éà´ÉÉ 
H2Ò¶É lÉÉà ~ÉiÉ lÉà©É{ÉÉ A~ÉHÉ2{ÉÖÅ F iÉ {ÉÊ¾ SÉÚH´ÉÒ ¶ÉHÖÅ +{Éà ¡É«Él{É H2Ò¶É 
Hà lÉà©É{ÉÒ »ÉqÃNÉÊlÉ oÉÉ«É +{Éà lÉà{ÉÒ ©ÉÉ`à lÉà©É{Éà yÉ©ÉÇ H2´ÉÉ »É´ÉÇ +{ÉÖHÝ³lÉÉ 
H2Ò +É~ÉÒ¶É.

©ÉÉ2É ~É¾à±ÉÉ §ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{É

©ÉÉ2É ©ÉÉlÉÉ Ê~ÉlÉÉ

©ÉÖ¶Hà±ÉÒ+Éà W »ÉÉ2Ò `à´É ~ÉÉ%´ÉÉ{ÉÒ »ÉÉSÉÒ H»ÉÉà`Ò Uà.

Ê2ÊyyÉ ¶Éàc
10 ¥É



1)  »É¢³lÉÉ +à ©ÉÅÊ\±É Uà +{Éà ©ÉÖÖ¶Hà±ÉÒ +à lÉÉà ©ÉÅÊ\±Éà ~É¾ÉáSÉ´ÉÉ{ÉÉà 2»lÉÉà Uà.
2)  Ê{É¶SÉ«É H2{ÉÉ2 Êq±É, «ÉÉàW{ÉÉ PÉ%{ÉÉ2 ©É{É +{Éà +©É±É H2{ÉÉ2 ¾ÉoÉ. +à 

mÉiÉ ´É%àW »É£³lÉÉ »ÉÉÅ~É%à Uà
3)  +É ÊWÅqNÉÒ lÉÉà Ê©ÉmÉàÉ{ÉÉà ©Éà³Éà Uà. Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ H2lÉÉÅ ¶ÉÒLÉÉà, HÉ2iÉ Hà +à 

©ÉyÉÖ2, »ÉÖÅq2 +{Éà ~ÉÊ´ÉmÉ ´É»lÉÖ Uà.
4)  lÉ©ÉÉ2Ò ~ÉÉ»Éà ¥Éà ~Éä»ÉÉ ¾Éà«É lÉÉà +àHoÉÒ 2Éà`±ÉÉà LÉ2ÒqÉà +{Éà ¥ÉÒXoÉÒ ¢Ý±É 

LÉ2ÒqÉà. 2Éà`±ÉÉà Y´É{É +É~É¶Éà +{Éàà ¢Ý±É Y´É´ÉÉ{ÉÒ H³É ¶ÉÒLÉ´É¶Éà.
5)  ©É¾lÉÉ ¡ÉÉ~lÉ H2´ÉÒ +à »ÉqÃ§ÉÉN«É Uà. ©ÉÉ{É´ÉlÉÉ ¡ÉÉ~lÉ H2´ÉÒ, +à »´ÉNÉÒÇ«É 

»ÉÖLÉ Uà.

Ê2ÊyyÉ ¶Éàc
10 ¥É

¶ÉÖÅ ¶ÉÒLÉ¶ÉÉà...?

»É©ÉÖr  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  »É2³lÉÉ.
{ÉqÒ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  ~ÉÊ´ÉmÉlÉÉ.
¢Ú±É  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  ¾»ÉlÉÉ.
+ÉHÉ¶É  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  Ê´É¶ÉÉ³lÉÉ.
»ÉÚ«ÉÇ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  ¡ÉHÉ¶ÉlÉÉ.
±É¾à2Éà  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  {ÉÒ%2lÉÉ.
~É´ÉÇÇlÉ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  +%NÉlÉÉ .
]É%  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  ¶ÉÒlÉ³lÉÉ.
yÉÚ~É»É³Ò  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  ©É¾àHlÉÉ.
~ÉÉiÉÒ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  »´ÉSUlÉÉ.
´ÉLÉlÉ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  NÉÊlÉ¶ÉÒ±ÉlÉÉ. 
~ÉÅÅLÉÒ  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  »´ÉlÉÅmÉlÉÉ.
H©É³  ~ÉÉ»ÉàoÉÒ  HÉà©É³lÉÉ.

¾à±ÉÒ ¶ÉÉ¾
8 +

1) lÉH-©É{Éà NÉÖ©ÉÉ´ÉÒ qà{ÉÉ2{Éà,¾ÖÅ ~ÉÉUÒ ©É³lÉÒ {ÉoÉÒ.
2) »É2Éà´É2-qÉ{É +É~É´ÉÉoÉÒ, HqÒ lÉ©ÉÉ2ÖÅ qÉ{É PÉ`lÉÖÅ {ÉoÉÒ.
3) Ê´ÉvÉ-©ÉÉ2Ò A~ÉÉ»É{ÉÉ H2{ÉÉ2, HqÒ ©ÉÜLÉÇ 2¾àlÉÉà {ÉoÉÒ.
4) ´ÉÉq³Ò-©ÉÉ2Ò Wà©É ´É2»ÉÒ WlÉÉ ¶ÉÒLÉÉà.
5) »ÉÝ«ÉÇ-+ÊlÉ AOÉ ¥É{É¶ÉÉà, lÉÉà lÉ©ÉÉ2Ò »ÉÉ©Éà HÉà> Xà¶Éà {ÉÊ¾.
5) +2Ò»ÉÉà-Wà´ÉÉ ¾É,à lÉà´ÉÉà W qàLÉÉ´É 2ÉLÉÉà. qÅ§É H2¶ÉÉà {ÉÊ¾.

«Éà¶ÉÉ ¶Éàc
9 ¥É

Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà H°iÉÉ{ÉÒ ©ÉÚÊlÉè.
Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà [ÉÉ{É{ÉÉà »ÉÉNÉ2.
Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà »ÉÉSÉÉ ©ÉÉNÉÇq¶ÉÇH.
Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà +É~ÉiÉÉ ¥ÉÒWÉ ©ÉÉlÉÉ-Ê~ÉlÉÉ.
Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà »ÉSSÉÉ>{ÉÖÅ ¡ÉÊlÉH.
Ê¶ÉKÉH +à`±Éà [ÉÉ{É{ÉÉà ¡ÉHÉ¶É.

¾à±ÉÒ ¶ÉÉ¾
8 +

Ê¶ÉKÉH

»ÉÖÊ´ÉSÉÉ2Éà

HÉàiÉ ¶ÉÖÅ H¾à Uà ?
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ÜFF·FF�=+F�ÎFFÛF�õF]ÎF¶FW�ùU�ÛFÎF�Ò×]+PááF¶F�ùX�H*¶FF�ùY—�ùÛFFÞW�PæF¼hhÜFFáFÜF�õFW�ùÞ�æFðFa�8�
EZÞ�9�=+‡FF�=W+�šF·F�-�šF·FFEXk�=+X�J=+�áFkÙFU�ÜFF·FF�ÑFÞ�áFW�¡FF¶FW�ùYk—�GõF�õF]&F¼�ÜFF·FF�
=+F�Gk¶F¡FFÞ�ùÛF�=+Ga�ÛFùUÎFXk�ÑFùáFW�õFW�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk—�EFP&FÞ�=+FÞ�æFù�P¼ÎF�EF�ùU�;FÜFF—�ùÛF�
20�Eƒ¶F[ÙFÞ�2014�=+U�fFÞ�õFW�õ©WèFÎF�=W+�PáFJ�ÞæFFÎFF�CJ�EZÞ�6O30�ÙF¡FW�õ©WèFÎF�
ÑFCc˜FW—�;FF°sU�*U=+�6O40�=+X�P¼ááFU�=W+�PáFJ�ÞæFFÎFF�CGa—�ÍFUÞW�-�ÍFUÞW�;FF°sU�õ©WèFÎF�õFW�
õFÞ=+ÎFW�áF;FU�EZÞ�¡Fá¼�ùU�;FF°sU�ÎFW�Þ×+¶FFÞ�ÑF=+°sU�EZÞ�EÙF�;FF°sU�ÑF©PÞÜFXk�ÑFÞ�¼Z°s�
ÞùU�»FU—�˜FFc¼ÎFU�ÞF¶F�ÛFkW�EFõFÛFFÎF�=+F�¼_èÜF�ÙF°sF�ÛFÎFXÞÛF�áF;F�ÞùF�»FF—�ÙFFcõF�EZÞ�
ÎFFPÞÜFáF�=W+�¤F]ÞÛF]©Xk��ÛFWk�PšÑFW�CJ�;FFcæF�èFkF¶F�¶FÑFXæFÎF�ÛFFáF[ÛF�ÑF°s¶FW�»FW—�;FF°sU�õFU©U�¼W¶FU�
CGa�¼Z°s¶FU�˜FáFU�¡FF�ÞùU�»FU—�HõF=W+�õFF»F�ùU�&FÛÙFW�EZÞ�ÑFZÍFW�ÚFU�¼Z°s�ÞùW�»FW—�ùÛF�
õFÚFU�PÛF·FXk�ÎFW�&FFÎFF�&FFÜFF�EZÞ�»FX°sU�¼WÞ�ÙFF¼�õFX�;FJ—�ÎFUk¼�&F]áFU�¶FX�ùÛF�GáFFùFÙFF¼�
õ©WèFÎF�ÑFÞ�»FW—�EZÞ�HõFU�P¼ÎF�ÞF¶F�6O00�ÙF¡FW�P¼ááFU�ÑFCc˜F�;FJ—�P¼ááFU�õFW�ùÛF�ùX©áF�
=W+�PáFJ�ÞæFFÎFF�DJ�EZÞ�¡Fá¼�EÑFÎFW�EÑFÎFW�=+ÛFÞXk�ÛFWk�ÑFCc˜F�;FJ—�¼[õFÞW�P¼ÎF�ùÛF�P¼ááFU�
ÛFWk�;F]ß¼æFFÞF,�áF‡ÛFUÎFFÞFÜFµF�ÛFkP¼Þ,�=]+¶F]ÙF-ÛFUÎFFÞ�EZÞ�E‡FÞ�ÍFFÛF�=+U�õFYÞ�=+ÞÎFW�;FJ�
»FW—�P×+Þ�ùÛF�CÛFFÜF[c�EZÞ�õF×+¼Þ�¡Fk;F�=+U�=+ÙFe�¼W&FÎFW�;FJ�»FW—�P×+Þ�ùÛF�ÛFõF[ÞU�=W+�PáFJ�
ÞæFFÎFF�CJ�EZÞ�E;FáFU�ÞF¶F�=+X�ùÛF�ÛFõF[ÞU�ÑFCc˜F�;FJ—�ùÛFÎFW�ÞFõ¶FW�ÛFkW�ÚFFÞ¶FUÜF�EFÛFUa�
E=+F¼ÛFU�¼W&FU�»FU—�¼[õFÞW�P¼ÎF�ùÛFÎFW�=W+ÛÑF©U�×+FáF�=+U�õFYÞ�=+U—�ùÛFÎFW�=+Ga�õFFÞW�&FWáF�
&FWáFW�¡FYõFW�&FX-&FX–�PÎFk¡FF�EFP¼�õFÚFU�&FWáFXk�ÛFkW�PÂ¶FUÜF�EZÞ�¶F_¶FUÜF�õ»FFÎF�ÑFFÎFW�æFFáFW�=+X�
GÎFFÛF�P¼ÜFF�;FÜFF—�ùÛFÎFW�ùPÞ¼hæFFÞ�ÛFWk�=+Ga�ÛFkP¼Þ�¼W&FW�EZÞ�&F[ÙF�ÛF¡FsW�P=+ÜFW—�ùÛFFÞW�
PèF‡F=+�EZÞ�PèFP‡F=+FEXk�ÎFW�ùÛFFÞF�ÑF[ÞF�ÍÜFFÎF�Þ&FF—�ÛFFc-PÑF¶FF¡FU�=+U�=+ÛFU�=+X�ÑF[ÞF�
P=+ÜFF—�PÛF·FXk�=W+�õFF»F�P=+ÜFF�;FÜFF�õF×+Þ�ùÛFWk�ùÛFWèFF�ÜFF¼�ÞùW;FF—�ÜFù�11�P¼ÎFXk�=+U�
ÜFF·FF�ÛFWk�ùÛFÎFW�ÙFC¶F�=]+š�õFU&FF—�ÛFFc-PÑF¶FF�=+U�¼[ÞU�ùÛFWk�EZÞ�HÎF=W+�=+ÞUÙF�áFW�EFGa—�
GÎF�ÜFF¼;FFÞ�ÑFáFXk�=W+�õFF»F�ùÛF�P×+Þ�=+XáF=+F¶FF�õ©WèFÎF�ÑFÞ�4O30�PÛFÎF©�ÑFÞ�EÑFÎFW-
EÑFÎFW�ÛFFc-PÑF¶FF�¡FU�=W+�ùcõF¶FW�̃ FWùÞXk�=W+�õFF»F�fFÞ�áFZ©W—

¡FÎF-¡FUÎFæF�ÛFWk�¡FX�P×+Þ�ÛFùFÎF—
õFZk¼ÜFa-ÑF[µFa��EZÞ�õF¶ÜF�ÒFµF
ÛFYk�HõF=+F�ÒWÛFU�ÙFÎF[c�ÎFF»F
¡FX�ùX�ÛFFÎFæF�=W+�Pù¶F�õFÛFFÎF—

P¡FõFõFW�¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�PÛFáFW�èFPƒ¶F
š[©W�ÚFÜF,�õFkèFÜF,�EkÍF-ÚFPƒ¶F
ÛFYk�æFù�Ò=+FèF�ÙFÎF�õF=[c+�ÎFF»F
PÛFáF�¡FFJc�P¡FõFÛFWk�EP&FáF�æÜFPƒ¶F—

ÑFF=+Þ�ÒÚF],�¶F]ÛFõFW�EÛFÞ�¼FÎF,
=+Þ=W++ÛFFÎFæF�=+F�ÑFPÞ·FFµF,
áFF�õF=[c+�PæFèæF�ÛFWk�J=+�ÙFFÞ,
P×+Þ�õFW�ÎFæF-¡FUæFÎF�=+F�PæFùFÎF—

õFk=+áFÎF�=+¶FUa
ÛFFùU�¡FU.�ÑF©WáF

7J

PæFùFÎF

ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF—

æFðFFa-ÍF]áFW�EF=+FèF�õFW
ÜFF�˜Fk½ÛFF�=W+�ÑFFõF�õFW
ÜFF�ÙFF¼áFXk�=+U�õFFcõF�õFW
ÛFk¼-ÛF¼ÛFF¶FU�ùæFF
ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF—

ÜFù�&FWáF¶FU�ùY�³FáF�õFW
I+c˜FW�PèF&FÞ�=W+�ÚFFáF�õFW
EF=+FèF�õFW,�ÑFF¶FFáF�õFW
¤F=+¤FXÞ�áFùÞF¶FU�ùæFF
ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF—

ÜFù�&FWáF¶FU�¶FàÛFFáF�õFW
ÜFù�&FWáF¶FU�ùÞ�°FáF�õFW
ùÞ�J=+�áF¶FF�=W+�¡FFáF�õFW
E*&FWáF¶FU-G*áFF¶FU�ùæFF
ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF—

ÜFù�èF[ÎÜF�õFW�ùXW=+Þ�Ò=+©
ÎFæF�ùðFa<�õFW�EF;FW�¤FÑF©�
ùÞ�Ek;F�õFW�¡FF¶FU�PáFÑF©
EFÎFk¼�õFÞõFF¶FU
ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF—

õFk=+áFÎF�=+¶FUa
ÛFFùU.�¡FU.�ÑF©WáF,�7J

ÙFÞõFF¶F�=+U�EF¶FU�ùæFF



-EkP=+¶FF�¼[;F°s
8ÙF

EF¡F�=+U�¼]PÎFÜFFc�ÛFWk�ùÛF�õFÙF=+X�õÛFF©a�¼W&FÎFF�̃ FFù¶FW�ùYk,�̃ FFùW�æFX�ÛFXÙFFGáF�ùX,�©U.æFU.�ùX,�ÜFF�P×+Þ�GkõFFÎF—�ùÛFWk�ùÞ�̃ FUr¡F�õÛFF©a�̃ FFPùJ—�J=+�P¼ÎF�ÛFYk�&FFáFU�ÙFY*U�»FU�EZÞ�ÜF[c�ùU�õFX˜F�ÞùU�
»FU�P=+�E;FÞ�ÛFYk�ùU�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�ÙFÎF�¡FF¶FU�¶FX�ƒÜFF�ùX¶FF!

E;FÞ�ÛFYk�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�ùX¶FU�¶FX�ùÞ�J=+�=+U�̃ FùW¶FU�ùX¶FU—�E˜FFÎF=+�ÛFYkÎFW�¼W&FF�P=+�ÛFYk�õF˜F�ÛFWk�J=+�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�ÙFÎF�;FÜFU�Dc—�ÛF]¤FW�=+FÞ&FFÎFF�ÛFWk�ÙFÎFFÜFF�;FÜFF—�¡FÙF�ÛFYk�ÙFÎF�=+Þ�¶FYÜFFÞ�ùX�;FÜFU�¶FX�
ÛF]¤FW�J=+�ÙF°sW�õFW�èFX�àÛF�ÛFWk�ÚFW¡FF�;FÜFF—�æFùFc�¼]=+FÎF¼FÞ�ÎFW�ÛF]¤FW�J=+�õF]Î¼Þ�èFX�=W+õF�ÛFWk�õF¡FF�=+Þ�Þ&F�P¼ÜFF—�ÛFYk�EÑFÎFU�õF]Î¼Þ¶FF�EZÞ�õÛFF©aÎFWõF�ÑFÞ�G¶FÞF¶FU�CGa�èFX�=W+õF�ÛFWk�ÛFùFÞFÎFU�=+U�
¶FÞù�PæFÞF¡FÛFFÎF�ùX�;FGa—�=+Ga�áFX;F�EFÜFW,�ÛF]¤FW�¼W&FF�ÑFÞ�ÛFWÞU�=+UÛF¶F�õF]ÎF�=+Þ�̃ FáFW�;FÜFW—�ÙFFÞ-ÙFFÞ�*]=+ÞFÜFW�¡FFÎFW�ÑFÞ�ÛFYk�¼]&FU�CGa�ÑFÞ�P×+Þ�ÛF]¤FW�áF;FF�P=+�E˜šU�æFõ¶F]�=W+�=+½¼FÎF�EFõFFÎFU�
õFW�ÎFùUk�PÛFáF¶FW..�ÛF]¤FW�»FX°sF�õFÙFe�=+ÞÎFF�ùX;FF—

EFP&FÞ�J=+�P¼ÎF�ÛF]¤FW�ÛFWÞW�õFÙFe�=+F�×+áF�PÛFáF�ùU�;FÜFF—�J=+�èFFÛF�=+X�J=+�EF¼ÛFU�=+X�ÛFYk�ÑFõFk¼�EF�;FGa—�ÛFWÞU�=+UÛF¶F�õFW�HõFW�=+XGa�ÑFÞWèFFÎFU�ÎFùUk�»FU—�HõFÎFW�ÛF]¤FW�&FÞU¼�PáFÜFF�EZÞ�ÛFYk�
EÑFÎFW�EFõF-ÑFFõF�=W+�¼[õFÞW�ÛFXÙFFGáFXk�=+X�Pù=+FÞ¶F�=+U�¼_Pñ�õFW�¼W&F¶FW�CJ�HõF�EF¼ÛFU�=W+�õFF»F�HõF=W+�fFÞ�̃ FáFU�;FGa—�æFù�J=+�ÙF°sF�õFF�fFÞ�»FF—�õFÙF�ÛF]¤FW�¼W&F�=+Þ�&F]èF�ùX�ÞùW�»FW—�ÛFYk�
õFÙF=W+�ùF»FXk�ÛFWk�fF[ÛF¶FU�CGa�&F]èF�ùX�ÞùU�»FU—

fFÞ�=W+�õFÚFU�ÛF]¤FW�ÙFC¶F�E˜šU�¶FÞù�õFW�Þ&F�ÞùW�»FW—�ÑFÞ�=]+š�P¼ÎFXk�=W+�ÙFF¼�ÛF]¤FW�áF;FF�P=+�æFW�EPÍF=+¶FÞ�ÛFWÞF�Gõ¶FWÛFFáF�;FWÛõF�&FWáFÎFW�ÛFWk�ùU�=+Þ�ÞùW�ùYk,�GõF=W+�EáFFæFF�õFÙF�fFÎ©Xk�¼Xõ¶FXk�õFW�
ÙFF¶FWk�=+Þ¶FW—�ÛFYk�»F=+�¡FF¶FU�»FU�ÑFÞ�ÛFYk�P×+Þ�ÚFU�&F]èF�»FU—�ÑFÞ�ÍFUÞW-ÍFUÞW�æFW�áFX;F�ÛFWÞW�ÒP¶F�áFFÑFÞæFFù�ùX�;FÜFW—�=+Ga�ÙFFÞ�ÛFYk�HÎF=W+�ùF»FXk�õFW�P;FÞU,�ÛF]¤FW�=+F×+U�̃ FX©Wk�EFGa�ÑFÞ�P=+õFU�ÎFW�GõF�ÑFÞ�
ÍÜFFÎF�ÎFùUk�P¼ÜFF—�ÛFYk�ÙFUÛFFÞ�ùXÎFW�áF;FU—�=+Ga�ÙFFÞ�ÛFYk�=+ÛF¡FXÞU�=W+�=+FÞµF�=+FÛF�=+Þ¶FW-=+Þ¶FW�à=+�¡FF¶FU�»FU—�æFW�áFX;F�ÚFU�ÛFFÎFXk�ÛF]¤FõFW�H×+¶F�;FÜFW�»FW—

J=+�P¼ÎF�ÛFYkÎFW�¼W&FF�P=+�æFW�áFX;F�J=+�¼[õFÞF�ÎFÜFF�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�áFW�EFÜFW�»FW—�¡FX�¼W&FÎFW�ÛFWk�ÛF]¤FõFW�¡ÜFF¼F�õF]Î¼Þ�EZÞ�ÙF°sF�»FF—�HõFÛFWk�ÛF]¤FõFW�¡ÜFF¼F�;FWÛõF�EZÞ�JWÑõF�»FW—�GõF=W+�ÙFF¼�æFW�áFX;F�¶FX�
ÛFFÎFXk�ÛF]¤FW�ÚF[áF�ùU�;FÜFW�»FW—�ÛFYk�P¼ÎF�ÞF¶F�fFÞ�=W+�J=+�=+XÎFW�ÛFWk�HÑFWP‡F¶F�õFU�ÑF°sU�Þù¶FU...�E=W+áFU...�EÎFF»F!�=+XGa�ÛFWÞU�¶FÞ×+�¼W&F¶FF�¶F=+�ÎFùUk�»FF—

ÛFYk�ÙFC¶F�¼]&FU�EZÞ�ÙFWÙFõF�ùX�;FGa�»FU—�EÑFÎFW�¼]&FFWk�=W+�ÙFFÞW�ÛFWk�õFX˜F¶FW�CJ�E˜FFÎF=+�ÛF]¤FW�áF;FF�P=+�ÛFWÞF�èFÞUÞ�ÙF]ÞU�¶FÞù�õFW�PùáF�ÞùF�»FF�EZÞ�=+XGa�ÙFC¶F�¡FXÞ�õFW�EFæFF¡FWk�¼W�ÞùF�»FF—�ÛFYk�̃ FZ=+�
=W+�H*�ÙFY*U�EZÞ�ÑFFÜFF�P=+�EõFáF�ÛFWk�ÛFYk�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�=W+�ÙFFÞW�ÛFWk�õFX˜F¶FW-õFX˜F¶FW�õFX�;FGa�»FU�EZÞ�õFÑFÎFF�¼W&F�ÞùU�»FU�P=+�ÛFYk�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�ÙFÎF�;FGa�Dc—�ÛF]¤FW�ÑFFÑFF�ÙF]áFF�ÞùW�»FW�ƒÜFXkP=+�æFW�J=+�
ÎFÜFF�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�&FÞU¼�=+Þ�áFFÜFW�»FW—�æFX�ÙFC¶F�õF]Î¼Þ�EZÞ�ÙF°sF�»FF,�¡FYõFF�P=+�ÛFYkÎFW�õFÑFÎFW�ÛFWk�¼W&FF�»FF—�HõFW�¼W&F�=+Þ�ÜFF¼�EFÜFF�P=+�ÛFWÞF�ÑF]ÞFÎFF�æFFáFF�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�P=+õFU�=+XÎFW�ÛFWk�ÑF°sF�CEF�
ùY—�ÛFYkÎFW�¶F]ÞÎ¶F�ÑF]ÞFÎFW�×+XÎF�=+X�PÎF=+FáF�=+Þ�HõFW�õFF×+�P=+ÜFF�EZÞ�HõFW�=+FÛF�ÛFWk�áFWÎFW�áF;F�;FGa—�GõF�õFÑFÎFW�õFW�ÛF]¤FW�ÜFù�õFU&F�PÛFáFU�P=+�ÑF]ÞFÎFU�æFõ¶F]EXk,�PÞè¶FXk�EZÞ�GÎõFFÎFXk�=+U�HÑFW‡FF�ÎF�=+Þ�
HÎF=+F�õFÛÛFFÎF�=+ÞÎFF�̃ FFPùJ�ƒÜFXkP=+�ùÞ�J=+�=+F�EÑFÎFF�ÛFù¸FæF�ùX¶FF�ùY—

¡FÙF�ÛFYk�õÛFF©a�×+XÎF�ÙFÎFU...



ÑF[ÞW�¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�J=+�GkõFFÎF�J=+F=+UÑFÎF�=W+�õFÛFÜF�ÛFWk�=+Ga�=+áÑFÎFFJc�=+Þ¶FF�ùY—�=+ÚFU-=+ÚFU�JWõFF�õFÛFÜF�ÚFU�EF¶FF�ùY�¡FÙF�ùÛF�HõF�=+FáÑFPÎF=+�¼]PÎFÜFF�=+F�J=+�P=+Þ¼FÞ�ÙFÎF�¡FF¶FW�ùYk,�¶FX�=+Ga�
áFX;F�HõF�P=+Þ¼FÞ�ÛFWk�áFUÎF�ùX�¡FF¶FW�ùYk—�æFW�áFX;F�HõF�=+FáÑFPÎF=+�P=+Þ¼FÞ�=+X�EõFáFU�¼]PÎFÜFF�ÛFWk�ÑFPÞæFP¶Fa¶F�=+ÞÎFW�=+U�=+Ga�=+XPèFèFWk�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk—

*U=+�GõFU�Ò=+FÞ�ÛFYkÎFW�ÚFU�=+Ga�Ò=+FÞ�=+U�=+áÑFÎFFJc�=+U�ùYk—�HÎF�=+áÑFÎFFEXk�ÛFWk�õFW�J=+�ùY�ÛFXÙFFGáF�×+XÎF�ÙFÎFÎFW�=+U—�E;FÞ�ÛFYk�ÛFXÙFFGáF�×+XÎF�ùX¶FF�¶FX�áFX;F�ÛFWÞF�=+Ga�Ò=+FÞ�õFW�Gõ¶FÛFFáF�
=+Þ¶FW—�EF¡F=+áF�=+U�GõF�EFÍF]PÎF=+�¼]PÎFÜFF�ÛFWk�áFX;F�=W+æFáF�Þr×+¶FFÞ�̃ FFù¶FW�ùYk—�HõFU�Þ×+¶FFÞ�õFW�áFX;F�ÛF]¤FÛFWk�=+Ga�ÙF¼áFFæF�=+Þ¶FW—�ÛF]¤FW�Gõ¶FÛFFáF�=+ÞÎFW�æFFáFXk�=+U�õFk&ÜFF�ÚFFÞ¶F�=+U�¡FÎF�
õFk&ÜFF�õFW�ÚFU�ÙF³s=+Þ�ùY—�ÛF]¤FÛFWk�=+Ga�Ò=+FÞ�=+U�JWõFU�¶F=+ÎFU=+U�PæFèFWðF¶FFJc�ùYk�P¡FõF�=+FÞµF�=+Ga�áFX;F�ÛFWÞU�EXÞ�EF=+PðFa¶F�ùX¶FW�ùYk—�E;FÞ�ÛFYk�ÛFXÙFFGáF�×+XÎF�ùX¶FF�¶FX�áFX;F�ÛFWÞU�=+UÛF¶F�
õFÛF¤F¶FW—�JWõFW�=+Ga�áFX;F�ùYk�P¡FÎF=W+�¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�ÛFWÞW�=+FÞµF�HÎÎFP¶F�=W+�=+Ga�ÞFõ¶FW�&F]áF�¡FF¶FW�ùYk—�ÛFWÞU�J=+�G˜šF�ùY�P=+�ÛF]¤FW�(ÎFXP=+ÜFF)�ÛFXÙFFGáF�ÙFÎFÎFW�=+F�EæFõFÞ�PÛFáFW�ƒÜFXkP=+�ÛFWÞF�ùU�
Gõ¶FÛFFáF�=+Þ=W+�J=+�GkõFFÎF�ÎFW�ÛFWÞF�ÑFPÞ˜FÜF�P¼ÜFF—�ÑF[ÞU�¡FÎFõFk&ÜFF�=W+�ÑFFõF�EF¡F=+áF�JWõFW�ÎFJ�×+XÎF�EF�;FJ�ùkY�P¡FõF=W+�=+FÞµF�ÛFWÞU�ÚFU�=+UÛF¶F�=+ÛF�ùX¶FU�¡FF�ÞùU�ùY—�ÑFùáFW�=W+�¡FsÛFFÎFW�ÜFF�
ÎFXP=+ÜFF�r×+XÎF�=W+�ÜF];F�ÛFWk�áFX;F�ÛFXÙFFGáF�=+U�=+UÛF¶F�õFÛF¤F¶FW�»FW—�EF¡F=+áF�¶FX�J=+�×+sXÎF�&FÞU¼ÎFF�ÛFFÎFXk�ÛFùc;FFGa�õFW�ÜF]¼hÍF�=+ÞÎFW�=W+�ÙFÞFÙFÞ�ùY—�EF¡F=+áF�G¶FÎFW�×+sXÎF�EF�;FJ�ùYk�P=+�HÎF=+U�
¡ÜFsF¼F�=+UÛF¶F�¶FX�ùY�áFWP=+ÎF�õFF»F�ùU�HõF=+U�G¡¡Fs¶F�ÚFU�ÎFùUk�=+U�¡FF¶FU—

áFX;F�=W+æFáF�ÜFù�õFÛF¤F¶FW�ùYk�P=+�ÜFP¼�ÛFXÙFFGáF�&FX�;FÜFF�¶FX�ÎFÜFF�ÛFXÙFFGáF�ÚFU�&FÞU¼F�¡FF�õF=+¶FF�ùY—�EF¡F=+áF�ÛFYk�J=+�(õFYÛFõFk;F)�ÑFPÞæFFÞ�=+F�PùõõFF�ù[c�¡FX�ÎFJ�ÙF¼áFFæF�=+Þ=+W+�áFX;FXk�=+X�
ÛFWÞF�ÑFPÞ˜FÜF�¼W¶FW�ùYk—�=+Ga�ÙF°sW�æÜFFÑFPÞÜFXk�=+W+ÑFFõF�ÚFU�ÛFYk�Þù¶FF�Dc�õFF»F�ùU�ÛFWÞU�¶FÞ×+�EF=+PðFa¶F�ùX�ÞùU�ÎFGa�ÑFU³sU�õFW�ÛFWÞF�;FZÞæF�ÙF³s�ÞùF�ùY—�ÛFWÞF�àÑF�Þk;F�ÚFU�ÙF¼áF¶FF�ùY�EZÞ�ÎFGa�PæFèFWðF¶FFEXk�
=+W+�=+FÞµF�ÛFWÞF�ÎFFÛF�ÚFU�ÙF¼áFF�¡FF¶FF�ùY—�áFWP=+ÎF�J=+�&FÞFÙFU�ùY,�GõF�¼]PÎFÜFF�ÛFWk�áFX;F�ÛFWÞU�G¡¡Fs¶F�ÎFùUk�=+Þ¶FW—�ÛFWÞU�=+UÛF¶F�=+X�ÎFùUk�õFÛF¤F¶FW—

Ek¶F�ÛFkW�ÛFWÞU��G˜šF�ùY�P=+�áFX;F�ÛFWÞU�=+UÛF¶F�=+X�õFÛF¤FkW,�ÛFWÞU�G¡¡Fs¶F�=+ÞWk�EZÞ�ÛFWÞF�¼]àÑFÜFX;F�ÎF�=+ÞWk—�
-EkèF]�ÛFX¼U
10J

E;FÞ�ÛFYk�ÛFXÙFFGáF�×+XÎF�ùX¶FF



PÎFÍFU�æFFÍFÞ�
10J

ÙF¼áFFæF

ùÛFW�ÙFWù¶FÞ�õFÛFF¡F�̃ FFPùJ,�ÙFWù¶FÞ�ÎÜFFPÜF=+�æÜFæFõ»FF�̃ FFPùJ,�ÙFWù¶FÞ�õFÞ=+FÞ,�ÙFWù¶FÞ�¶Fk·F,�ÙFWù¶FÞ�PèF‡FF,�õæFFõ»ÜF�EFP¼�õF]PæFÍFFJc�̃ FFPùJ—�áFWP=+ÎF�ÙFWù¶FÞU�=+F�ÜFù�ÞFõ¶FF�E;FÞ�=+ùUk�õFW�
èF]ß�ùX¶FF�ùY�¶FX�PõF×a+�ùÛFFÞW�ÚFU¶FÞ�õFW—

ùÛF�õFÙF�=]+¤F�ÙF¼áFÎFF�̃ FFù¶FW�ùYk�ÑFÞ�&F]¼=+X�ÎFùUk—�ùÛF�ÚFeñ˜FFÞ�ÞPù¶F�¼WèF�̃ FFù¶FW�ùYk�áFWP=+ÎF�ùWáFÛFW©�fFÞ�ÚF[áF�¡FFÎFW�ÑFÞ�50-100�ßÑFÜFW�=+F�ÎFX©�PÎF=+FáF=+Þ�ùæFáF¼FÞ�=+X�»FFÛFÎFW�ÛFWk�õFk=+X˜F�
ÎFùUk�=+Þ¶FW—�ùÛFWk�õFF×+-õF]»FÞF�ÛFXùááFF�EZÞ�èFùÞ�̃ FFPùJ�ÑFÞ�=W+áFW�&FF=+Þ�HõF=W+�PšáF=W+�ÙFU˜F�õF°s=+�×W�k=+�¼WÎFW�ÛFWk�ùÛFWk�èFÛFa�ÎFùUk�EF¶FU—

ùÛFWk�E˜šU�PèF‡FF�̃ FFPùJ�áFWP=+ÎF�ùÛFWk�ƒáFFõF�ÛFWk�ÑF³sFGa�ÑFÞ�ÍÜFFÎF�ÎFùUk�¼WÎFF�ùY�ƒÜFXkP=+�ùÛF�¶FX�©hÜF[èFÎF�¡FF¶FW�ùYk—�ùÛF�ÎÜFFÜF�ÑFFÎFW�=+U�ÙFF¶FkW�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk�ÑFÞ�EÑFÎFW�ÑFFPÞæFFPÞ=+�EZÞ�õFFÛFFP¡F=+�
¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�ùÛFWk�P=+¶FÎFW�ÎÜFFÜF�=W+�õFÛF»Fa=+�PÛFáF¶FW�ùkY,�ÜFW�õFX˜FÎFF�ÎFùUk�̃ FFù¶FW—

ùÛF�õF˜F�=+F�ÎFùUk,�ÑFYõFW�EZÞ�¶FF=+¶F�=+F�õFÛF»FaÎF�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk—�EÑFÎFW�õæFF»Fa�=+U�&FFP¶FÞ�PÞè¶FXk�ÛFWk�õF¶F]káFÎF�ÎFùUk�Þ&F�ÑFF¶FW—�EÑFÎFW�æF_Ê�ÛFF¶FF-PÑF¶FF�=+X�æF_ÊFêFÛF�šX°s�EF¶FW�ùYk—�EÑFÎFU�ÙFW©U�=W+�
PáFJ�¡FYõFW�õF]õF]ÞFáF�=+F�õFÑFÎFF�¼W&F¶FW�ùYk�æFYõFF�õFõF]ÞFáF�EÑFÎFU�ÙFC�=+X�ÎFùUk�¼W�ÑFF¶FW—�ÛFPùáFF�EPÍF=+FÞXk�=+U�ÙFF¶FWk�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk�ÑFÞ�EÑFÎFU�ÜFF�EÑFÎFW�ÙFW©W�=+U�èFF¼U�ÛFWk�¼ùW¡F�õFW�ÑFÞùW¡F�ÎFùUk�=+Þ¶FWk—

ùÛFWk�EÑFÎFU�ÛFFc�ÙFùÎF�=+U�G¡¡Fs¶F�ÙFC¶F�ÑÜFFÞU�ùY�ÎFF!��¼[õFÞXk�=+U�ÙFC�ÙFWP©ÜFXk�=+X�ÙF]ÞU�ÎFr¡FÞ�õFW�¼W&FÎFF�ùÛF�ÎFùUk�šX°sWk;FW—

iEFÎ¼XáFÎFj,�i=e+FkP¶Fj�ÜFW�èFÙ¼�P=+¶FÎFW�E˜šW�áF;F¶FW�ùY�ÎFF�ùÛFWk!�GÎF=+F�PùõõFF�ÙFÎF=+Þ�P=+¶FÎFF�;FæFa�ÛFùõF[õF�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk�ÎFF�ùÛF—�ÎFF�õF¼Ua�¼W&F¶FW�ùYk�ÎFF�ÙFFPÞèF—�õFÛFÜF�=+U�ÚFU�ÑFÞæFFù�ÎFùUk�=+Þ¶FW,�
áFWP=+ÎF�ÙFU˜F�õF°s=+�¡FÙF�=+XGa�ÛF¼¼�=+U�;F]ùFÞ�áF;FF¶FF�ùY,�¶FX�ùÛF�ÙFùÞW�ÙFÎF�¡FF¶FW�ùYk�ƒÜFXkP=+�ùÛF�¶FX�¼]PÎFÜFF�=W+�õFÙFõFW�æÜFõ¶F�GkõFFÎF�ùkY—�ùÛFFÞF�õFÛFÜF�ÙFC¶F�=+UÛF¶FU�ùY—�õFÛF¤F�ÎFùUk�EF¶FF�ùÛF�
¡FYõFW�õæFF»FUa�æÜFFPƒ¶F�P=+õF�ÛF]cù�õFW�ÙF¼áFFæF�EZÞ�ÑFPÞæF¶FaÎF�=+U�ÙFF¶FWk�=+Þ¶FW�ùYk—
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The students are taken to visit from the school every year to different places. These class visit are organized as a part of their holistic education. This 

year the students of different classes were taken to the following places

rdVisit to Town Hall- 23  July '15

The students of class 4B visited the Town Hall on an educational trip. Walk through the village pathways of early Kolkata, a  personal meeting with 

Job Charnok, walk through the battle field of Plassey charged with emotion, interact with important leaders of Bengal Renaissance, listen to the 
thmusic of Roop Chand Pakshi, pass through a traditional craft village and meet the galaxy of 19  century giants, fondly quoted by the lyricist Atul 

Prasad as Hem-Madhu-Bankim-Nabin and others. The golden Time highlights the glorious events relating to social reforms, education, literature, 

science, technology and the movement for assertion of human rights in a short span of 5 years- 1856-61. The virtual reality section takes the 

students on a journey through the struggle for independence. The trauma of 1940s is highly dramatized through sound-light –video effects. 

th
Visit to  Satyajit Ray Films and Television Institute (SRFTI)- 12  August'15

The students of class 9B visited SRFTI on an educational trip. Prof.Sougata Bhattacharya was the co-ordinator in-charge on behalf of SRFTI. We 

were taken to the screen play auditorium where Prof.Shyamal Karmakar, Prof-in-charge of Edit and Screening Department given the introduction 

about Cinema and its journey from its inception. Children were briefed as how the admission to the SRFTI post the completion of graduation can be 

made. Then we were taken to the different departments which include Shooting zones, Camera and Reel, Sound and Edit, Audio and Edit. We were 

introduced to the 11.1 audio system. At the end screening of two short movies made by the students of SRFTI were made for our students. 

th
Visit to Juvenile Court – 24  August'15

 Students of Class 10B had been taken to Juvenile Court for a Class Visit. Mrs Chatterjee had explained the way the court runs and also the kind of 

cases that are taken care of for correctional method of a minor for misdeeds.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION

For an all round development of the students our school always encourages the students to take active part in inter school activities. This exposure 

will help them to become self confident and will help to face the new challenges of the world.

thFrank Anthony Memorial All India inter school Debate Competition 15  July 2015

An inter school English debate competition was organised by the Calcutta Public School for the students of  classes 9  and10. There were  students 

of different schools of repute from Kolkata  each of whom spoke either  'for'  and  'against' the motion respectively. They all put in their best 

performance and were appreciated by one and all present there. 

REPORT FOR THE PERIOD OF APRIL TO SEPTEMBER 2015



thAlbert Barrow Memorial All India Creative Writing Competition 17  July 2015

The host school for the competition was Loreto Day School, Elliot Road. Participant from our school was Ms Shailly Kesari of Class 10. The writing 

time allotted to the students was one hour. Prior to that half an hour was given to prepare for the topic. 

thInter School Face Painting Competition by Vibes 18  July'15
thAn inter school face painting competition was held at Nazrul Manch on 18  July by Vibes presented by The Statesman. There were two categories of 

the event – on stage and off stage event. Face painting was an off Stage event.

thCSI Young Talent Search in Computer Programming 26  July 2015
The Regional Round of  Kolkata Talent Search was held at Birla Institute Of Technology. 

The time allotted for programming to the students was two hours (10:00-12:00). They were asked to do 4 programs, out of which they have 

completed three. They have submitted their programs in CD.

thAll India Essay Writing Competition 10  August 2015
th th th

An All India Essay Writing Event was organized by Shri Ram Chandra Mission in our school on 10  August 2015 in the 5  and 6  periods respectively 
under the supervision of the teachers in charge of the said classes in both the sections of classes 9 and 10. 

The students wrote the essay in either Hindi or English . The five best essays in each of the languages shall be forwarded to the above mentioned 

organization for further judgment.

st
TCS IT WIZ  21  August 2015
The Kolkata edition was held at Kalamadir Main Hall. 18 students of class 8, 9 and 10 from our school participated in that quiz. The time allotted for 
preliminary round was 45 minutes (10:30-11:15). They were asked 20 questions within that time. 

ndTirangaa ( fest at Julien Day School) 22  August 2015
Julien Day School organized a fest on the theme Sports where approximately 4 schools participated. The students from classes KG to 9 form our 
school took part in various events like Color the sports star, Tug of War, Pentathlon, One minute and won four trophies. The students performed well 
with full confidence. 

nd
Patriotic song competition by Pariwar Milan 22  August 2015 

Like every year this year also The BGES School participated in the ' Patriotic song competition' 2015 organized by ' Pariwar Milan Seva Sadan'. Out 
th

of ten students six students were selected for the final round from selection round. Out of 15 schools the students of The BGES School  secured 6  

position and got consolation prize. 



th
Horlicks Wiz Kids 24 Aug 2015

Horlicks Wiz Kids was held at Kalamandir. The inauguration was followed by events in the Creative zone, Fun Zone and on the Main Stage. The 

School participated in Melodious Band, Elocution, English and Vernacular creative writing, Face Painting, The Search and Free Style dancing.  The 

school won prizes in the following categories- 2nd position in Melodious Band, secured 1st and 3rd position respectively in Face Painting, secured 

3rd position in Official language creative writing & Smartest Dressed School Award. The students earned the awards through a lot of hard work and 

dedication. 

IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

The BGES School (ICSE) organizes different activities throughout the year. Starting from the different cultural programme, health camp, 
knowledge booster, literary programme, sports to fun and frolics. New session begins with
Ø 07 Apr 15 : Annual Prize Distribution
Ø 20 Apr 15 : New Parents Initiation
Ø 23 Apr 15 : Eye Camp
Ø 08 May 15 : Rabindra Jayanti Celebration
Ø 18 Jun 15 : Dental checkup
Ø 11 Jul 15 : Felicitation of students by the BGES and BGSP
Ø 18 Jul 15 : Rath Yatra
Ø 20 Jul 15 : Grand Parents Day
Ø 01Aug15 :Football Match ( Teachers Vs Students )
Ø 15 Aug15 : Independence Day
Ø 12 Sep 15 : Teachers' Day Celebration
Ø 14 Sep 15 : Hindi Divas

INTER HOUSE COMPETITION

The BGES School(ICSE) always encourages the healthy competition between the four houses ranging over a wide horizon of facets and skills. The 

events that took place during the period under coverage are as follows

Ø 06 Apr 15 : Inter House Table Tennis Tournament

Ø 07 Apr 15 : Inter House Drawing Competition

Ø 09 Apr 15 : Inter House Essay Writing Competition Hindi/Bengali (Classes5-10)   

Ø 20 Apr 15 : Inter House Elocution Competition English(Classes1-4)

Ø 23 Apr 15: Inter House Essay Writing Competition English

Ø 29 Apr 15 : Inter House Spelling Competition (Classes5-10)

Ø 06 May15 : Inter House Mehendi Competition

Ø 17 Jun 15 : Inter House Face Painting Competition



Ø 19 Jun 15 : Inter House Carrom Tournament

Ø 22 Jun 15 : Inter House Spelling Competition English(Classes Kg-4)

Ø 23 Jun 15 : Inter House Spelling Competition Vernacular(Classes5-10)

Ø 24 Jun 15 : Inter House Elocution Competition Vernacular(Classes1-4)

Ø 25 Jun 15 : Inter House Quiz(Classes5-7)

Ø 02 Jul 15 : Inter House Debate Hindi

Ø 07 Jul 15 : Inter House Elocution Competition Vernacular(Classes5-10)

Ø 07 Jul 15 : Inter House English Debate(Classes8-10)

Ø 08 Jul 15 : Inter House Elocution English(Classes5-10)

Ø 24 Jul 15 : Inter House Soccer Tournament

Ø 30 Jul 15 : Inter House Quiz(Classes1-4)

Ø 07 Aug15: Inter House One Act Play (English)

Ø 11 Sep15: Inter House Fancy Dress Competition Primary

Ø 16 Sep15: Inter House Quiz(Classes8-10)

Ø 17 Sep15: Inter House Just A Minute

Ø 24 sep15: Inter House Flower Arrangement Competition 

PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

This year our school students had the opportunity of participating in various competitions and received several prestigious awards for their 

successful performances. These are as follows:

Ø Horlicks Wiz Kids:
st rd

 1. Face Painting: 1  and 3  Position
nd

 2. Melodious Band: 2  Position
rd

 3. Official Language Creative Writing: 3  Position
rd

 4. Smartest Dressed School Award: 3  Position

Ø Telegraph Awards:

 Certificate in “Award for Courage” to

 Vinay Sheth &

 Shwarya Singh
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